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This study was interesting to examine how identity is tied to place. Positioned in the
minds of those that give it meaning, “sense of place issues in a stream of symbolically
drawn particulars-the visible particulars of local topographies, the personal particulars
of biographical associations, and the notional particulars of socially given systems of
thought” (Basso 1996:144). In other words, movement within a landscape will assign
meaning to different places in that area. Meaning arises from interactions with the
landscape-whether it be oral traditions tied to places within a place or events that
happen in a place within recent time. As identity develops around place, “without
hegemony, means and meaning may never come together, landscape representation
may never become a reality, and social conflict will be open as space remains
contested” (Harner 2001:676) and power can be exerted through the naming of
“geographical entities, most particularly over the way in which places, their
inhabitants and their social functions get represented” (Harvey 1990:419).So, we
began to shape our study with this in mind.

We discovered that there are complex uses of space among the divisions we
investigated. Beyond the examples shown in our maps, there are other patterns to be
examined among the divisions. Complexities ranged from individuals using the same
buildings for multiple reasons to a particular division using the same space for
multiple reasons. It was noted that not one group had an eminent domain over one
space in particular. The campus is only restrictive as far as a student chooses not to
use a place.
The campus was designed for students to socialize largely in central campus, while
academic buildings were purpose-built for classes. However, students among various
divisions use spaces contrary to their original design. Students were found to socialize
in buildings such as:
-Noyce, which has many open and well lit spaces, which encourages students to
gather here outside of class
- ARH, which is closed off and poorly lit, with only small classrooms to gather in. The
presence of projectors in the classrooms encourage students to come here in their free
time
- Dorms, which contain lounges, loggias, kitchens, and individual spaces, encourage
socialization. However, it isolates students to sections of campus (North, East, &
South). However the heavy use of socialization drives students to seek quieter spaces
elsewhere for studying.

Methodology
We used participatory mapping in order to collect our data. This is an ethnographic
interview process that involves the ethnographer sitting down with a subject to create
a map of their perceived environment. This allows ethnographers to collect data of
perception and cultural significance of physical places.
Giving students a standard map of campus, we asked them questions such as:
•Indicate on the map where you frequently study.
•What is your major?
•Where do you live?
•What buildings do you have class in?
•What is your typical class route?

Campus Living Location

Results

When comparing locations of studying versus socializing, first years studied either in
dorms or Noyce. Then, when socializing they preferred to use central campus and in
dorms. As for third years, students tended to study in some of the same dorms but used
academic buildings more frequently for studying and socializing. Both years avoided
using certain buildings such as Herrick Chapel and Goodnow. These types of locations
are considered taboo to use since one is spiritual and the other has limited access for
students.

Discipline

Conclusion
Identity is a complex idea that results in multiple meanings of both self and
landscapes. “Place is a process, continually constructed and transformed. Place is an
interaction between extralocal (global) forces, local histories and cultural constructs,
and individual human agency…[becoming] part of social identity-a place based
identity for groups within society” (Harner 2001:661). Places are products of identity
construction in so far as how that place is given meaning by a group of people. Either
it is the Noyce building associated with science, or the JRC associated with
socializing. Students give meaning to places that are significant to them, and form
parts of their identity with those places.
Patterns can be easy observed within the divisions. A student that is a social science
major is more like to be more outgoing in their choice of study locations than a
science student. Trends among students within the divisions demonstrated patterns of
students using buildings for other than what they originally intended by the architect.
Such as with ARH or even the Forum, which has no social use for students. This ties
to constructed meanings of places for students through changing uses for buildings
over time. For example, the Forum used to be the site of the Grill but now central
campus buildings such as Noyce and JRC are more frequently used for socializing
than other buildings like dorms. This brings up the significance of place tied to
individuals as they see place meanings change over time.
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To our surprise, we found that extracurriculars were often not taking place
in close proximity to living location. Although we expected to see heavy
use of central campus, we were surprised to find students not living close
to where they conducted extracurriculars.
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Social science majors frequent the JRC most often versus science majors
who frequent Noyce the most. Social science majors frequented a variety of
other buildings on campus, such as dorms and other academic buildings.
Whereas, science majors did not frequent any other academic buildings than
Noyce. The only other locations they indicated were either the JRC or their
dorms.
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